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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report summarizes the work that has been done in response to NASNSTIB TD-85-007: 
"Requirements for Putting the Bioasaonautics Data Book Up On-line." The report considers the 
possibilities for prototyping electronic document designs using existing microcomputer software. It 
describes an initial prototype of a hierarchically structured design that includes both text and graphics from a 
section of the Data Book. 

TD-85-007 
BIOASTRONAUTICS DATA BOOK PROJECT REPORT 
1. Introduction 
This report summarizes the work that has been done in response to NASAISTIB TD-85-007: 
"Requirements for Putting the Bioasuonautics Data Book Up On-line." It is organized as follows: 
- Understanding of the Problem 
Summary of the Original Response 
Project to Date 
- Electronic Document Design 
- Models Investigated 
- The Demonstration Project 
- Other Investigations. 
# 
1. Understanding of the Problem 
NASA is considering revising a major NASA reference publication, the Bioasuonautics Data Book 
(BDB). The latest edition was published in 1972, so it is likely that it will have to be completely re- 
written. 
The present BDB is a hybrid between a handbook and a state-of-the-art review. It contains 20 chapters, 
each covering some aspect of human tolerance for the environmental factors encountered in traveling or 
working in space, discussions of major body systems affected by space travel, or human performance in the 
space environment. It includes text, references, tables, and graphics. The graphics are primarily charts, 
although some are drawings or photographs. 
The graphics contain a great deal of infomation, and many of h e m  are quite complex. Roughly half 
the pages contain graphics, and a very substantial part of the book is either tables or graphics. There are 
also a large number of embedded equations, some of which cannot be reproduced by ordinary word 
processors. Such equations contain multi-line symbols like parentheses or summation or integral signs. 
The BDB material is similar in the problems it presents to the patents that PRC is preparing to put 
online for the Department of Commerce. Any effective Ueaunent must include both ASCII text for 
machine searching and graphics displays for non-textual information. TD-85-007 asked the NASA ST1 
Facility staff to investigate putting the BDB text and illusoations online. Aspects to be considered include 
requirements for online access in both text search and question answering modes, including possible uses of 
the BDB online, hardware, software, and major problems. 
3. Summary of the Original Response 
In our response to this directive, the Facility staff proposed that investigation of capabilities be 
broadened beyond text search and textlgraphics display of the hard-copy document to consider a product that 
was uuly designed for the automated environment. While such a document might be viewed online through 
the RECON network, it might also be distributed as a separate database with its own software on compact 
laser disc. This format would allow many options not available over a network with multi-vendor 
workstations. We listed a number of new capabilities for consideration and suggested that user reaction 
would best be tested by prototyping these. ideas. The prototyping could be done inexpensively using 
existing microcomputer software. 
In support of our response, we also prepared an example of how new capabilities could be prototyped in 
the manner suggested We would be happy to demonstrate this system at NASA's convenience. A 
hardcopy of the database prepared, which runs under;~~Trank::5.~2~['l-]-on:a~5~2k~M~~~osh;. [2] 
microcomputer, is included as Appendix A. (The Macintosh was used for reasons explained below. We are, 
of course, aware of the Facility's IBM orientation, and any continuing investigation would focus on IBM 
capabilities.) Since we have had no response from NASA about this proposal and the study was not 
projected for completion within this contract period, we are supplying the work done to date and suspending 
activity on the project pending further direction. 
We wish to mention that the original response to the TD was issued before some clarifications to the 
background information about graphics capabilities were incorporated. We offer the following clarification. 
Graphics display units may be painted bit by bit (raster) or they may use directed lines (vector). Almost all 
display devices are now raster, and it is not very likely that NASA would be displaying the BDB data on 
any other kind of device. There is a similar distinction between dot matrix printers and plotters. 
At the same time there is the question, not of how the data is drawn on the screen, but of how it is 
stored. It may be stored as a bit map, it may be stored as characters, or it may be stored as objects or 
vectors, with coordinate descriptions. Objects may be stored and manipulated in this latter form, even if 
they are created and displayed on raster devices. This feature, for example, distinguishes PC Paintbrush [3] 
or MacPaint [4], which output bit maps, from, for example, the new MacDraw [ 5 ] ,  which is object 
oriented Laser printers, such as the Apple Laserwriter [61, will also accept object oriented graphic output. 
To illusaate the difference, if one enlarges a box Like 
................. 
in a bit-mapped system the result is approximately 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
On the other hand, an object oriented graphics package would fill in the empty spaces, producing something 
like 
Object oriented graphics can also be rotated and allow such things as writing on the diagonal, which is 
essential for creating maps and many types of charts. They can also be stored and communicated more 
compactly than bit-mapped images. 
The distinction made in the proposal between vector and raster capabilities is bore  appropriately defined 
as a distinction between bit-mapped and object-oriented graphics (when dealing with general-purpose 
computing equipment) so as not to confuse the software data suuctures with the hardware characteristics. 
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4. Project to Date 
Work was begun in several areas. These include gathering information on electronic document design, 
preparing a demonstration system, and considering alternative prototyping hardwarelsofware. 
4.1 Electronic Document Design 
The areas of change involved in the design of electronic documents can be divided into three general 
headings: 
New types of information 
New ways to search and manipulate information 
New information structures. 
4.1.1 New Types of Information 
For example, instead of including only a graphic summarizing a set of data, one could also include the 
raw data so that interested individuals could analyze it themselves. One could also routinely incorporate 
absuacts, say, for documents in the NASA database or even the text of cited anicles in the public domain. 
In the electronic environment if the user does not want this detail, the system can be organized so that the 
extra detail does not intrude, but if he or she wants to use or view these additional features, it is possible to 
do so. 
4.1.2 New Ways to Search and Manipulate Information 
Similarly, information may be searched and displayed in new ways. Full-text search features are an 
obvious enhancement to the usual reliance on back-of-the-book indexes or abstracts. However it is also 
possible to enhance retrieval by the structure of the documents (as described below), to provide browsing 
capabilities, and to allow the user to manipulate data through statistical packages, database management 
tools, or graphics packages. 
3.1.3 New Information Structures 
Finally, the structure of the text must often be changed. While full-page high resolution screens can 
duplicate the effect of the document page, environments without this still expensive equipment cannot 
reproduce d ~ u m e n t  pages as hey  appear in print. Nor is there any need for such replication for newly 
created documents that are not being used in conjunction with hard copy. On the posirive side, automation 
makes possible types of access that are prohibited in the paper environment; however, on the reverse side, 
they make it much more difficult to perceive an information snucture, and positive steps must be taken to 
overcome this limitation. 
To see what had been done in the field we did some initial literature searching. Dr. Travis also 
consulted informally with a friend who is well versed in scholarly publishing and electronic media, and he 
confmed that there is not much of substance in the literature. However, we do not feel that the searching 
done to date is exhaustive. 
Most of the literature in electronic publishing deals with issues such as its impact on copyright on the 
role and quality of scholarly journals, and on the future of libraries. These topics are interesting, but not of 
immediate concern here. There are some exceptions, such as articles discussing electronic encyclopedias on 
videotext [7], the implementation of books in VLSI [8] and the development or use of hypenext packages 
(see below) [9]. 
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4.2 Models Invest i~ated 
Two models for text reorganization are immediately suggested by the literature and reflection. n e  first 
is a hierarchical model in which the literature can be organized in such a way that users can control the level 
of deud they consult; however, the connections within the database are usually only between parent nodes 
and their children. Another and more flexible model is the network, under which any kind of link between 
different parts of a database can be pursued. The hypertext concept is an example of a network model. 
There are a number of problems with network designs at both an intellectual and a housekeeping level, but 
they have interesting possibilities. 
4.3 The Demonstration Project 
In order to illustrate these ideas, we prepared a demonstration to show how a document organization 
could be prototyped. Since the deadline originally suggested to the project team was quite short we did the 
simplest thing at hand that could illustrate our point. When we considered a hierarchical arrangement, 
which seemed the less complex of the possibilities, the program called "ThinkTank. mentioned above, 
immediately came to mind. It allows the user to enter things in oudine format and to expand or contract 
the depth of the outline viewed or printed at will. In addtion, under each heading it allows large (32k 
maximum) "windows" that can display information. 
We selected the Macintosh as the host mini-computer because ThinkTank has an important capability 
in the Mactintosh version that does not exist in the IBM implementation: it allows graphics to be imported 
into its database and will display them in a window, just as it displays text This feature enabled us to 
capture the graphics (as well as the text) of the selected portions of the BDB very inexpensively, since a 
fairly high resolution graphics capability is built into the Macintosh and does not require special boards. 
4.3.1 Description 
An informal survey of the text showed that the first chapter (Barometric Pressure) seemed to represent 
the range of problems that would be encountered, so the first 16 pages of that chapter were convened. This 
conversion involved redesigning the database (within the limits of the existing text) and inputting the text 
and graphics. In order to show a more hierarchical structure, the tables and references associated with each 
section were physically subordinated to the text. A general pattern was established (as shown in Figure 1) 
in which an outline caption was set up to reflect a chapter, section, or sub-section heading at whatever 
outline level was appropriate. Under each caption. the fmt section was the texc followed by the equations 
that had to be represented as graphics (if any) and then each table and figure. Finally, the references for each 
section were input. 
Text and tables were keyboarded directly into ThinkTank. Graphics were input by several different 
methods. The two which worked well enough that their results could be incorporated into the database were 
to redraw the figures in a business graphics package (Microsoft Chart [lo]) or to digitize them from the text 
(with some special preparation) using a new scanning device that replaces the ribbon carmdge on the 
Imagewriter printer (Thunderscan [I l l )  [12]. In some cases the resulting product was enhanced using 
MacPaint to clean up or add shading to the graph. These two methods are illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a 
shows the graph as created using Microsoft Chart to plot the graph; 2b shows the same chart after it had 
been enhanced using MacPaint; finally, 2c shows the graph as digitized using Thunderscan. The lettering in 
this chart was also "touched up" in a few places using MacPaint to make some of the numbers more 
legible. 
1: Barometric Pressure 
1 . 1 :  lntroductlon: Barornetrlc Pressure 
1 . 1 . 1 :  Organizat ion o f  t he  D iscuss ion  and U n i t s  o f  Measurement' 
1.1.2: Figure: Oxygen i n  Insp i red  Gas 
1.1.3: Table: Equiva lent  Pressures, A l t i t u d e s  and Depths 
1.1.4: Table:  Convers ion Tab le  f o r  Ba rome t r i c  Pressure  U n i t s  
1.1.5: References: Ba rome t r i c  Pressure: 0rganizat. ion and Measurement 
Figure 1 - BDB Section Outline 
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S13 Level Equ~valent Oxygen Mixture 
Oxygen in Inspired Gas - 93 
Figure 2a - MacChart Graphic 
Oxygen in . Insp ired  Gas - mschart  
Oxygen in Inspired Gas - 98 
Figure 2b - MacChart Graphic Enhanced Using MacPaint 
Oxygen in Inspired Gas - thunderscan 
Figure 2c - Scanned Graphic 
The resulting database could be accessed in three ways. Firstly, users can browse it in a top-down 
fashion by displaying the top-level outline (Figure 3a) and expanding the sections of interest until they 
reach the actual text or graphics (Figures 3b-3e). This method exploits the-hierarchical structure of the 
database. 
The second method is string searching. The system has no Boolean operators, but it does allow the 
user to search for particular words or strings (in the same fashion as most word processors). This search 
leads immediately to the first instance of the string (whether it is in a caption or a window) with the option 
of continuing the search to subsequent occurrences. 
Finally, Thinktank allows the user to "read the bmk, in effect, through the use of the "slide show 
feature". The slide show will display each window (that is, the text or graphics under each heading) in 
sequence with the timing set either automatically or under the user's control. 
These three methods, then, correspond fairly closely to access via a detailed table of contents, via a 
back-of-the-book index (which the BDB lacks), or to access by starting at some point and reading or 
browsing sequentially through the text. 
In the course of this exercise, a number of problems surfaced. Some are of general applicability to the 
design of electronic documents, while others simply concern limitations of present generation computer 
technology, or, indeed, even of the particular technologies used to prepare the demonstration. The general 
problems are obviously of most interesr 
4.32  Problems Uncovered That Have General Applicability 
We will discuss two areas of general interest to the design of electronic documents: 
Database Design 
Graphics. 
4.3.2.1 Database Design 
This exercise showed several areas where design prototyping would be a necessiry. Quite apart from 
the inmoduction of new functional capabilities, there are formatting problems whose best solution is not 
readily apparent. We will discuss three such areas: 
Size of Text Units 
Location of References , 
Naming and Numbering Conventions. 
4.3.2.1.1 Size of Text Units 
Since no alterations were made to the actual structure of the BDB text, the size of the text units in the 
sample database varies widely according to the size of the sections that had headings in the text. Some can 
be shown in a single screen, and others require that the window be scrolled. On one level this system could 
be used to explore physical ergonomic questions about user reaction to scrolling versus paging. At  an 
intellectual level, the system could be used to explore optimal text unit sizes in light of the tradeoff 
between the continuity in the presentation of ideas that is possible in large text unit. and direct access to 
portions of the text of interest that is facilitated by smaller blocks. 
Barometr ic  Pressure 
Atmosphere 
Temperature 
Sustained Llnear  Accelerat ion 
Rotary Accelerat ion 
Impact  
V ib ra t ion  
Weightlessness 
Ioniz ing Radiat ion 
Toxicology 
Respiratory System 
The Vest ibular  System 
Vis ion 
Auditory System 
Noise and B las t  
Human Control Capabi l i t ies  
Atmosphere Control 
Work, Heat  and Oxygen Cost 
Combined Environmental St ress  
Aerospace Vehic le  Hanagement 
Figure 3a - Top Level Outline 
1: Barometric Pressure 
1 . 1 :  Introduc tlon: Barsme t r t c  Pressure 
1.2: Survival Under Near Vacuum Conditions 
1.3: Human Tolerance f o r  Low Barometric Pressures 
1.4: Human Tolerance for  Gaseous Environments Composed of 
A i r  31.5: Human Tolerance f o r  High 6arometr ic Pressure 
1.6: Changes i n  Barometr ic Pressure 
Figure 3b - First Level Expansion of Section 1 
1.5: Human Tolerance f o r  High 8arornetsic Pressure 
i .S. i : Discussion: Human Tolerance ior High  Baromet.ric Pressure 
1.5.2: Figure: Calculated Reductions i n  Maximum Vent-ilatory Capac1t.y 
1.5.3: Figure: Measured Computed Pats for Decreases i n  Ventillation 
1.5.4: Figure: Mixtures o f  02, N 2 ,  a n d  He for Sea Level Equivalent 
Density 
1.5.5: Figure: Mixtures o f  He and 02 for Sea Level Equ~valent. PU2 i n  
Lllngs 
1.5.6: References: Human To1 erlsnce for High Bsrome t.ri c Pressure 
Figure 3c - First L e v e l  Expansion of Section 1.5 
Human Tolerance far High Barometric Pressure 
Discussion: Human Tolerance fcr High Earome%ric F'ressl~re 
Figure: Calculated Reb1lctltjns In hIa.amum Ve11Ulati;ry Capac1t.y 
Figure: Keywords 
Figure. h.le;asilreb Compu&d Data for Decr+?.s+s In Ventlllat~i:~~~ 
Figure: Keywords 
Figure: MikTures of (32.  N 2 ,  and He fclr Sea Level Eqilivalent Density 
Figure: Ee yTdords 
Figure: MiZures of He and 0 2  for Sea Level Equivalent F.'i:l: in Lu.ng5 
Fiqura: Keyu70rds 
F:eierences: Human Tolerance lor H~gh  ~ ' , a s ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ e t r i c  F , ~ + s s I J ~ +  
Figure 3d - Full Expansion of Section 1.5 Headings 
Measured Computed Data for Decreases in Ventillation 
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Figure 3e - Graphic Window Under Caption for Section 1.5.3 
m e  optimal solution to this latter tradeoff is also considerably influenced by the access methods used 
for the text. For example, if a software package dces not highlight the location in the display of a smng 
that has matched a search request, then small text units are desirable so the user can find the match easily. 
However, on the other hand, the user needs enough text that it is likely he will find what he needs to know 
without having to call up additional information. 
Similarly, if the text is being accessed through a detailed table of contents, then the micro-structure of 
the text is very important. It is important that all identifiable topics discussed, even at a paragraph level, be 
labeled. Often authors in printed works do not give headings at that level of detail. For example, we had to 
invent section names for the inuoductory paragraphs coming immediately after major headings in the BDB 
chapter we converted 
Finally, there will usually be other exuaneous consmints such as record size. In the case of this 
demonsration system, it turned out that it is not possible to scroll text in ThinkTank in slide show mode, 
so this type of browsing requires breaking the text into screen-size chunks. The potential utility of this 
"reading mode" feature was not realized, however, until after the data had been input, so the database is, in 
fact, not optimally designed for ttus package. 
Generally, because of difficulties in showing saucture and cross referencing, texts written for elecaonic 
presentation may need to be chunked into more independent units, even if the units contain more repetition 
-than would be tolerable in a printed document. The medium is not ideally suited to lengthy and 
intellectually complex discussions in text form. whatever its potential power may be to present ideas 
through graphics or interactive insauction. 
4.3.2.1.2 Location of. References 
At a more mundane level, it seems reasonable to associate the references with the text that references 
them (rather like bottom-of-the page footnotes) rather than grouping them into chapter-level reference lists. 
On the other hand, the chapter bibliographies per se may be useful in that form, so perhaps both listings 
should be included. 
For instance, in the original database design. the references mentioned in the graphics titles were 
associated with the graphic itself, not with the reference list for the section that incorporated both the text 
and the graphic. However, when the database was complete, this chopping up and layering of references 
seemed extreme, and the graphic references were put back in with the general references for the text of the 
section. This area is obviously one in which user reactions should be solicited 
4.3.2.1.3 Naming and Numbering Conventions 
When one designs an eleceronic database, an immediate problem is how to label and identify the text 
and graphics units. Conventionally, when one is simply viewing online a document that also exists in hard 
copy, the system may allow reference by page number, and such concepts as "Figure 1" are not totally 
meaningless. However, when the text layout dces not correspond to a hardcopy document and the access is 
not necessarily sequential the problem is more difficult. 
In a package that could display paragraph numbers, one could use a hierarchical numbering scheme for 
access. (Unfortunately, while ThinkTank prints these numbers, it does not display them on the screen.) 
Similarly, one could display and search by frame numbers. This method is very common and is frequently 
seen even in printed products, such as programmed instruction texts. References to such entities as "Figure 
1" are quite meaningless in this kind of framework. 
If the ThinkTank database were to be redone, some thought should probably be given to numbering the 
windows as frames. In this case it was not done. so all references to figures, tables, sections, and chapten 
had to be changed to give the title of the text unit in question rather than a brief citation. This type of 
reference is awkward in the texb but at least the heading can be found through the outline or through a 
suing search. User reaction to various conventions could k tested. 
4.3.3 Graphics 
The problem with graphics is that they are not text searchable. They can be displayed, but the text 
information on them is in facsimile form and cannot be accessed. The graphics, therefore, have to be 
manually indexed. In this case, a separate heading was set up for each graphic, and under each heading was a 
caption for the graphic keywords. In this case the text was fairly much just lifted from the table stubs and 
, plot labels with attention to not breaking phrases over a line. (The smng search mode is usually sensitive 
- to carriage returns.) It had to be done in this way because ThinkTank (and other micro packages) do not 
allow text and graphics to be combined in a single Frame; however, there are products like the Wang Pix 
system that have this capability. In such a system the indexing for the graphic could be put in the same 
display frame as the graphic itself and eliminate the problem of the user finding the indexing, but not the 
picture when they conduct a keyword search. 
4.4 Other Investigations 
In addition to the hierarchical database demonstration discussed above, investigation was begun on 
several other subproblems related primarily to prototyping, rather than to putting up the actual new edition 
of the BDB. These included the following areas: 
Data Conversion 
LBM Software 
Data Reaieval. 
4.4.1 Data Conversion 
Given how old the current edition of the BDB is, it seems unlikely that is would be very valuable to 
convert it to machine readable form solely for purposes of producing the new edition. although chapter 
authors should be consulted. The conversion problem, then, only affects whatever additional parts of the 
text might be used for prototyping. Re-keying seems a perfectly adequate solution for the text involved; 
however, keying into a word processor that produces ASCII text that can be easily transported to more than 
one system or program seems more desirable than direct entry into packages like ThinkTank, where 
uansfemng it anywhere else is inconvenient. 
Converting the graphics is a more difficult problem. If they are recreated in a graphics package, then 
they will display on a standard monitor. The problem is the considerable limitations of the present 
generation of personal computer graphics packages. They cannot even approximate highly complex 
graphics like BDB Figure 3-19 (report Figure 4). Also, for example, Microsoft Chart has no way to change 
the shape of the graphic, so a graphic whose long dimension should have been vertical, has the long 
dimension horizontally instead (compare Figures 2b and 2c). 
The only way complex graphics can be input on a personal computer is by scanning. This process can 
be done with fair results very cheaply on the Macintosh. Figures 5 and 2c show scanned graphics. In 
Figure 5, the top 112 inch was "cleaned up" using MacPaint. This cleaning up could be done for the whole 
chart without very much effort. The $2000 Macintosh has fine enough resolution to display these images 
almost as legibly as they are reproduced here by the laser printer, and the scanning device only costs $300. 
We did not finish exploring the scanning problems for the PC, but we believe that a similar capability will 
be much more expensive, possibly as much as another $5000 or $6000 in addition to the cost of the micro- 
computer. 
Figure 4 - Complex Graphic from the B D B  

We also tried two other methods unsuccessfully. The fmt was drawing graphics in MacPaint (as 
opposed to having the computer generate the plot). While free-hand drawing may be possible, we could not 
produce usable results. Using a business graphics package to do the basic plot worked much better. The 
other method tried was digitizing from video rather than paper. There are various inexpensive devices that 
will convert data from video cassette images, but the resolution was far too low for this purpose. 
We should also mention that scanning was not possible directly from the unenhanced text. Firstly, all 
vertical and horizontal lines must be as square on the page as possible. If the image is on the diagonal or 
wavy, it will not scan properly. Unfortunately, if one tries to scan directly from a xeroxed copy from a 
thick book like the BDB, the lines are likely not to be square. Also it helps to enlarge the graphic as much 
as possible. For these reasons, the graphics to be scanned were first enlarged and re-aligned. After this 
preprocessing, the results were quite gratifying, considering how inexpensive the scanning device is. 
4.4.2 IBM Software for Prototyping 
Some thought was given to prototyping a network model on the PC. Framework [13], for example, 
appears to have some interesting capabilities for this purpose since it not only can display text in outline 
form with windows (like ThinkTank), but it can also accept charts and spreadshees generated by other parts 
of the package as windows in its outline file. Finally, it has some capability to link windows, the feature 
that might allow it to prototype a network base. 
Another interesting possibility is Savvy [14], a DBMS which has a primitive natural language front- 
end and enough programming power associated with it that it might be possible tosdo a network model. 
We have not definitely ascertained that it could support this application. 
4.4.3 Data Retrieval 
There are several ways in which direct data remeval from a product like the BDB might be supported. 
The most feasible is to put data now in tables and graphs into a spread sheet or DBMS format that could be 
accessed by a query language, statistical package, or graphics package, such as that in Framework or in 
Microsoft Chart, Some data might also be put into an expert system package like Personal Consultant 
[151. 
If the data were in a mainframe DBMS such as ADABAS, it  could be accessed by a natural language 
query language [16] such as Intellect or IRUS, a similar Bolt, Beranek, Newman (BBN) product being 
introduced this fall. This system includes the very powerful RUS parser, but the commercial version is 
DBMS oriented. BBN will have to build the lexicons. The system is being issued wilh a 500 word general 
vocabulary and a 1000 word lexicon for personnel records applications. 
Neither of these two query language products. however, will do more than word-search text and the 
automatic Boolean capabilities will not function properly for this type of application. Natural language 
question answering from a text database is not yet feasible for a database of the size and complexity of thz 
BDB. NASA could probably achieve comparable results by incorporating the lexical dictionary into the 
RECON interface. 
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APPENDIX A: THINKTANK 512 DATABASE PRINTOUT 
Note: Due to some problems with the text editing capabilities in ThinkTank 512;. not all windows 
print in proper forma4 although they do display properly on the screen. In particular, tables do not print in 
proper alignment, nor do some of the bibliographic entries. 
I :  Barometric Pressure 
CHAPTER 1 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 
Charles E.  bill in^^. h1.D. 
Tlie Ohio 2ht.e IJnivet.I-:;ity 
Reviewed b l ~  the  l a t e  Uing Commander D .  I . Fryer,, 0.8. E.,  RAF, MC, 
Ins i t u  te of fled i c i ne, Farnborlxqh, Eng l atld 
1 . 1 :  Introduction: Barometric Pressure 
1 . 1 :  1 :  Organization of the Discussion and Units of Measurement 
1 Physiological studiss ~f pressure 5ffects ha.ve been conducted for aver a cent.l?.ry. Still,, 
I many facets o f  the problem have been incompletely eq1i:lred. I t  is l::no~\n that. if man is 
supplied with an apprpriate gas mi:&~re, he can si-lrvive cc:ltlsi(Jerable periods of expxure 
kl a wide range of t~arometxic pressures (Figure - I:lx)]gen 11-1 Inspired ijas:~. b,lan's i.lltA-n;clte 
hlera.nce limits for high and lclw barl:,~netric pre.c;sil.re ass not k~lolh~l,  hi)~~rrever. Lil:e!9vi::+.!: 
it is not known whether the gas mi:bures reqi~.ired for- ~ r l c h  e:q?(:,s~,se~ 3.1-e in t,henlselT8,res 
tc:1:.Zi r: , 
I, Barc:~met-ic Fjressi~,re iJesc,~-ibes t.he effei:t-5 of altt8r;g,t.i!:ln:, ill I.s;?.ri::lniebi':: pr-essi~,re l:j+si:rlb+s 
the effect. of alteraticlns In baromet~ic, prsssilrs on hr!.man beings. The subiel::t 1s of 
consi(r.iera.ble irnpclrta.nce in both aercspace an clunder:,-c3.t.r eq:llr:lr;:t.tion, althc:li~.gl the 
i !'i::lrmer a.rea, 1s given prirna.rg emphasis here. The effects of t~ar(::i~net.rii; pres~i~.r+ 11,s l!.ch 
mi~c;t. ie differenuated form tile +ffer:t,c; of change is1 press;i!.re. In the la.t.t.er (:ac;e,, !::li~.r 
kn(~r:\?ledge is more c0mplet.e. Ak~ri~pt.'ant.J (:i:~ntx~l!ed !:hange.s In pressure l::;l.n t:le ~:1Sl2l:~lJ.~+d 
\ in ~:;.i:tmpression and der:ompression chambersl sh<li:l; ti~,bes,, 7:\~11id t.l~.nnels? 2nd the like. 
1ncrea.ses in barometric prss:;i~re ;:(,re e;~er-ienced 11lo!;t, i:c:~mmill!ly ,:3ijrlnp -- !:jesi::prl t; 
thr(il_!gh the ;'l.tfll~~pher+ and il.n!:lers.:.~ates (diving. High dyna~nlc i:i!.nt:la.lallc:et~~~ pr+r;sij,re:; 
are encoilntered [Jurlng escape irl:>m a.irc:t-ait,. Still  higher pr+ssu.res ~::i(:~::iJr ill vlcinltgr I : I ~  
e:~l(I!:;l(:~lls. Decreases in presI-:;ure are enczoi~nterec:i during asi:e~lt.? t&r-i::I~~.gh rn:~t.er C:I~- the 
ah-rlosphiere or during depressuiza.tjon af as1 airl::rait izir sp;:'.l::+ vehicle. Tile php1~:al +if;l:::t:; 
cjf these changes are considered in this ch3pt.e~ Ex~l:>su.re t~lri~~i~.ghfii~.t. the t.i>lerable ranqe 
of I-]r+sslJrs is ili$;i:ussed first, followed by desi:ip%ions fif the eff2ct.s c:,f increases,, tJlen 
decreases in barometric pressi~.re. 
111 view c1f the mi-1lt.i~:~lii:it.y i:,f !;yst.ms fl:>r describing pressure, the f(>llo\.ving tables have 
kleen included as an aid tx) the rqader !~fl~llillg tl : l  ccc:nvert. pressl1,re t.efmS ffc>IX one 
ni:lL3..tii;rna,l system tcl :lnc1Mer. The tables "Eqv.iT;alent Prerjs?!re, Altiti~des and DepWls" and 
"Ci:lnversion Table fc r  Barometric Pressure Units" cclnhin many., t.cll1.gh not ;all,, clf the idnlt.5 
of pressi-~re meas i~re~ne~l t .  in :ommcsn use. The preferred i!nits for sclenbfic use aro those 
I 
c1f the new Int~~na.ti~::~~1a.1 System na%ionale), which f, (3 O A  SL3.r1il8~1-ei:jnln1cntd:; FIe\trr>r:::r 
per sqisare meter but, accepts tlle bar and rnilliba,r for i:ornmon 1d.c;age. The inch of 
merl::ury and ~nillit,:,ar are widely used in ;a.viahon. lYiillimeters GI  mercury are 111 (::clmmcln 
I 
~i1~111edica.l u:;e in the I.Jnit.eiJ Sht&s and e lse t~~here .  In cliving me(:iicine, the at.mr:~spher; is 
1 r,~~ltnm<;~nly imsed. FIclk in "Equ.ivalen% Pressure,, Alht,lJ..des,, ant.3 Depths" that O feet, of ?Mates 
equals 1 atnlcssphere. The increase of pressure tblth increasing 1:Jepth in sea !,r,qter is 
roi~ghly 1 a.tm for each 3.3 feet.. Since air in comprsssible, t.he altitlti-1lJe scale is 
1 li:~garithr;lic. The (Jab1 for altitllccle are from the U.S.  Standard At~ loshpere~  1: 1954;1. 
1.1.2: Figure: Oxygen in Inspired Gas 
1.1.2.1: Oxygen in Inspired Gas - mschart 
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. 1.1.2.2: Oxygen in Inspired Gas - thunderscan 
1 .1 .2 .3 :  Figure: Keywords 
bari;lmet.ric pressv.re,, ak1(:1ve sea. level, bel(;~or sea. level 
ti:!!era.ixr;n, hum;;l.ns, gas mi:l3i~.rel-;, 132, F02, li~,ngs,, psia, 
mm Hg, ft.,, eqi_uva!etlt; i1e~t.h~ :sea, r,~3,ter,, eqi.~iva.lent: alt.itl_tde,, i!.n$;afe, r1itri::lgerl na.rl.;i:>sic;, 
i,l;Tg+n ti:l73<ity, 
h~.'pi:l?a';la 
1.1.5: Table: Equivalent Pressures, Altitudes and Depths 
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I atmospheres absoli~k OF POOR Q U A L ~ ~ .  
1.1.4: Table: Conversion Table for Barometric Pressure Units 
Cclnversic~n T;able fclr Elarome%rii: Fressu.re Urlits 
a t ~ n  n/'nl" kha.rs mb kg/' gmi mm Hg in. Hg lb/'in2 
cm*2 cm*2 
1 atm = 1 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.:) 1G 1.5 1.0.:,3 1033 7t';O 213.92 14.70 
x10*5 
1 rflb = ,g8$1:1~ . , 1 !I 0 .(I 0 1 1 . ! I  1 I ,770 1 .02(353 .0 145 
1 (I*- 2. 
,I 
1 kg/ 
, cr~l l  = . l ) f l l g ~  I : : I  980.7 1 ~ Q I ; I Q  735 .? 8 . (3 4 1 4 . ,;J .? 
" d 
! , ',:C r, 
i _. , 
1 mli #-I 
i::sfiz = ')t.itt 1 96.07 ,98Q7 .gfj0',7 .QI] 1 1 ,7,35 0213iJ4 ,0142 
-,.- 1 ,'v+. - 3 
.:I..- , !  
1 +- - r-.. 
I lIlli! 
Hg = .  (](] i f) 1 ;: .> .> (.l,.J 1 .-8 ,-. .> 
. "  .j.j3 1.333 _110 1 j b  1.3b 1 .i:l3ii(37 ..0 193 
1 in. 
Hg = -1::1334 33fic1 I : ]~~SCI  3.33s .0,3453 34.53 23.4 1 4910 
1 lb i  
, .. > in," = =.0c1,304 fJfi95 .1:1$895 68.95 ,0703 TI:I ;?, - - !,Ti:) 2 ,t.j,j:, 1 
1- 1.5: References: Barometric Pressure: Organization and Measurement 
- !.Jnit,el::l St;3t,es hc~l~.se <:If R o p r e s e n t ~ t i  Ss1el::t. c.i::lmmiMe+ 
r 
I on Ast.ronautics a~ ld  Spai:e E:qlc~ration. ;pace 
iIa.ndt:~oi,k: Ast.ronaut.ics an13 1t.s applii;ahori=:. 
House Dr:lclj.rrient !-lo. 86 First. Sessicln, 86th i:ongress. 
I .  $1 ashlngt.i;tn, D.C.: IJ , S ,  c31:~~,rern~nent. F)rint-ng: Office, 
1i359. 
1.2: Survival Under Near Vacuum Conditions 
1.2.1: Discussion: Survival under Near-Vacuum Conditons 
T I he Trapl:>r press~~.re i:,f p\?qt.er at  a bi:l<:ly terrll:lerat.l!.re i>f 37 i:iegrees C is 47 mm Hg (0 
psis:). Slnie the hlJ.nla11 boilj7 is largely - i:ompi:,~;ed of T:vd,t.el-, e:q:10~11re ~ . C I  b8rl?l~1etrli; PSSSIJI '~ 
miJ.cll bell:>w 47 mm Hg absolute leads rapdily t.o vaporization of body fluids,, a proi:+ss 
know1 as ehi!.llism. That this phenomenon i:hs not, occur precisely 2.t 47mm Hg is due tx 
si:,m+ degree i j f  count.erpress1~1-e e;.:+rted by the skin and ~::onnect.lre tjssues anij blc:li>d 
vessels. 
:(>me degree of consciousness vnll problaby be retained for iir ti] 1 1 seconds (see 
Hypona). In rapid sequence tdereafter., paralysis w l l  be follocbTed by genera.lizei1 
conr~ulsic~~ls and paralysis once a.ga.in. During this time, ?,m.t&r vapor v~111 form rapidly in 
the s ~ f t  tissues and somewhat. less r a ~ i d l y  in the venous blclod. This evolution of vapiir 
will ~:a.use marked s~~velling of the t1:lody tcl perhaps as mu.(:h as t.wice its norma.1 voli~.rne 
/ 
ullless it is restmined by a rpessure suit. (It has been iJemclnstrakd that a pr[;~perlg.fltt,e!l 
elashc earnlent can entirely prevent ebi!.llism a t  pressures ;ts lotbT as 15 mm Hg absolute 
[Webb, 1969, 19701. Hea.rt rate may rise intially t:,ut. v;ill fa.11 rapidly thereafter. AAArkrial 
bl~cld presssilre TV~l l  alscl fall elver a. p~sriod i:lf 30 to 60 :seconds, ~,<,%i!e vencus pressure 
rises due to disbnsion of the venous syst .m by gas and vapor. Venijils pressure vrill meet. 
or exceed arbria.1 pressure l:vit.ln 1 minute. There lrrill be virtually no effective c:irulation 
of blood. After an inihal rush of gas from the lungs during decotnpression, gas and rlmt.er 
vapclr w l l  conhue to flovr O I ~ ~ . T P ? ~ ~ . S ~  t . h r i ~ g h  tAe air~hnys. this contuiual ev;lpi:lratil::ln i:lf 
vmkr  w l l  coo1 the mout .  and nose to near-freezing temperat-uses; the remainder of the 
body 'uall also become cooled, but mcare slowly. 
Ct:li;lke and Rancroft. (1Q6b) repart.ed or:casional ilea.%hs in animals due tx, fibrillatiz~n of the 
heart. during the first minute of e:qosure to near-vacuv.m 1:::onditions. Ordinarily, 
ili:>hTeYer,, survival T,m.s tde ru,le if rerlompresicn occu.red t \nthi~i  secijnds. The heart:; 111 
tAe studies tolerated even repeated decorrlpression T,.v+ll (c(:li:lke and Fancroft, 146t1':1 
although it is Gjr nc~ rrleans i:ert;3in %hat, t.he hum;c711 heart r?i:\~ill be as tr,lerant,. Once heart, 
action ceased, death ~ ~ b 9 . s  inevit~ble,  despite at,txlpts at, reiuscitntion. ni~.ring 
recompressicln,, as the ?.bsolute pressure e:.;ceeded about 50 nlrn Hg i 1 psia), :a. 1::iramat.i~ 
r'el:i~.~ct.ic~n in the s~c?elling was dernonstrakd. Breathing i-lsi~.ally began spi:lnt3nec1i~.slr,r, the 
time t1:lsing !:iepeniJetlt ?:ltl the ~:lisra.t,il::ln i:lf eq:~osiJ.re 3% rfllni~lli~,m presslare. Heart r3.t-e anil 
I bll:>i>d pressure r!:lse ix fairly hgih levels, then gradi!.ally retu.rned tl:~:~\r:i.r(:i nijrtnal. There 
-% 
tms  ~l-lgcie~!il:re Q +videfi!::e in the C<li:,ke al!B Ba.~lt::ri)ft, st.u.~:lie.:, thi3.t ~::i+nit.::~gerl;:~.t,i~::~n pri~;lr 71:s 
e:.~:~(:lsure, and rel::ompressic~n 7~1th 1 LlO percent. c;l:qrgen,, Yj-7th impr<:lved reci;v+ry t.ime ,2.n[:i 
ilei:.re:a.sed r~ll:>rtililit.y. Neurol~gi!::a.l problmes, ini:lisding Blindties.; a.nd ~::~ther Befer.:t:; in 
vision, were comnlcln aft&r e:.q?osures (sse prc:lblems cli-~e to eerrcllve!:i gas), S i ~ t  l~si-~a.lly 
- disappeared fairly rapidly. 
i t  is very l~nlilcsljr %hat a hi-1ma.n suddenly eh~:lclserj t r j  a T?al::Ui-Irfl ?,~,lll h;3.?,r+ m,:,q-+ 5 
t 10 seci:lnds b help himself. I f  irnmediat* help is a t  hand, a l t l lou~h - one's appearance 
and cl:~nditA(:~ln rill be grave,, i t  is reasonable to assume tha.t recompression b2 ,a t~lera.ble 
pressllre (lC10 mm Hg, 3.6 psial bl%hin bO to 90 sei:onds (:ou.ld result in survi~,'al, and 
~ ~ 6 s i t 3 l y  in rather rapid recovery. There is, i:lf course, no gilarantee 13f a 51-lccessfi~l 
-- 
outs~me;,  sorlle animals have died Mthin seconds c1f rJecomprssslon and a. f ew c~ther:; have 
had severe, lasting central nervous system damage (Casey, Bancroft,, & Cooke, 1 OClbi. 
EEtr~met.riC pressures below tbose a t  which adequa.t& 1:llood and tiss1j.e oxygenah(~n can 
maintained iabout 130 mm Hg, 3.7 p s i d  nlust he corlsidered hoshle for more t3a.n brief 
exposures w l t h ~ i ~ . t  proper protective equiment (see Atmosphere); t,hi>se below about. 100 
mm Hg ( 1 .(3 psia) nlust be cclnsidered hostils for any e?ji:lsi-lre. Pressure milch bel(:~cs 5 
mm Hg i;;3.use almost immediate failure of the circulation and b:lt.al ani:lxla. and rrli~.st. be 
cotlsidered lethal if sustiained for mc~re t . e  60 t.4 90 seccjnds. 
1.2.2: References: Survival under Near-Vacuum Conditions 
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1.2.2.1: Abstract: Cooke, Fife, and Bancrof t, 1966 
This e:qeriment compared . . . . . . .  
1.3: Human Tolerance for Low Barometric Pressures 
1-3.1: Discussion: Human Tolerance for Low Barometric Pressures 
The partial presmre of ~ m h r  vapor in the lungs is about 47 mm Hg (0.(3 psia.1. The 
nclrmal partial pressure ( j f  <:arbon diclxtde in the lungs ranges from 35 to 45 mm Hg (0.7 kj 
0.9 psiaj. A4 partial presslJre i?f 12:vgen in t.he IlAngc; i:lf abclilut 100 mm Hg ( 1.94 psia) b a l l  
maintain essenhally i:i>mpletk oxygen ~ ; ; a t ~ ~ r a t m n  of arterial blood. A total baromentric 
pressure c~f 140 mm Hg (3.66 psia.;~, then, ~ 1 1 1  support a human being if his environment 
consists of pure oxygen. i t  s h ~ u l d  be nclted., holtcTever., that this figure leaves little room 
I for further reduchons such as ~c~(?l~.ld occur In the face of space cabin or pressure suit 
leaks,, tkmporary failu.res clf gas supply, diluticln c:f the a t . ~ s p h e r e  by nitrogen or other 
inert gases: or carbon dicxuie buildup due to inefficient. absorpt-ion or scrubbing. 
Although this pressure environment will su.ppor% life frjr long periods c j f  time, it has ! 
certain inherent disarlva~~tiiges. Even after lrirt;rlually complete rernc2val of inert gases from 
the body., tdere is a finite, th(:lugh minimal, risk of decclmpression sickness due tcl evc~l??eil 
!?as. u Eroi:a,i~se oxygen and 1::artrl:ln dic:lxi.;ide are physiol(:1gica11 jr actjve g;-lses, they are  a,kg:lr,rklelj 
, 
r~i.t.her a.piidly from g a s - c c n i ~ r  c;3,vitje.s In the borJy. This can result in syr~lpt(:~ms,, 
esper:lally in the ears, sini-~::,+s and lungs ~(Hgde, Pirles, & Saitr::~,, 1 4t13). 
The li:l?!r,r density ~f a pi1,re c lqgen  envir(:~n~-fl+nt. at. 1 i:l9 mill Hg C Q .  557 grfl,'!it*r, 28 peri:ent. 
~ l f  ;:tir at, sea level) att.enuates soilnd transmissir:ln and a.lso alt.ers, t.0 some extent, tile 
mechanics i:lf tde lung-chest. sy$t .e~~l .  The rfla.:Arni~.m pr-essure t$rhi!:.h can be devel(jped by 
the systgm is lo~)\:red si~bstantially. This inihlk~it?; the effel::Uveness i:lf coughing o arid may 
make ~t difficult t(j rid the lungs of secretions or foreign matter. Breath holding t-ime is 
also markedly reduced. On the other hand, the ~)~'cJrk of klreathing a t  hlgh floltv rate is 
tJecreased due to reduction in the pr~port ion of %urbulent flow a t   lo^,\; gas ijenslty. Thus, 1% 
is easier to sustain high% veni3la.t.ion vc1:llumes di.~ring the perfl:::lrmance (if mi!.s~:.ular ~;rrc:)rk, 
(Bc:lot.hby,, 1944j. Also, repsiratc~ry vrater less may be clecrea.sed somewha,t, at. low tob.1 
pressures (J,Vi:lrk e t  al., 1 rjrclt,l;~. 
it 1s not knorm whether tnan (:an t~:~lerate a11 enrrlri:lnment, i1-se oi  "inert:' gases 
I indsfintielg. The 14-day Gemini flight. :and a fevr alt.it.ude i:ha,mber tests for i ~ p  ti:, 30 1:3a~":; 
rey.:lres?Ilt. the Qnly available d a t ~ , ,  2nd it. is nokh\qrf,hy that, t.hese eqosi-1re.c; have been at. 
2518 to 282 mm Hg i 5  5.5 psiai, in tAe main, rather U~an a t  the minimurn tijlerable 
pressures. When mlJ.Ch longer ex?josl?.res are  conkmplat&d, a number of more s i~bt le  
,-. 
facbrs  must. cclnsidered. These incli~.be the possible depenijenre i>f man hir~lself, i:~r of 
his nclmal and es5;estjal ~aprr>ph~uC bacteria. !::In &ar:e ;3,n?l;llJnt5 of nit.rf~gen - or other "inert" 
g;"ses. One study h:3s alsi:~ indicated tha. cell rva11 fragility may be 1ncrea.sed a t  low tob1 
Fressilres (Eoma.dini, 1 i3fI6). Sl~.ch qiJ.el-:;t.ic:ln 3,s these can only be answered by much Ii:lng+r 
e:priments than %hose which have been conducted to dz1.t.e 
Man has succesfi~.lly tr/lera.tec:i e).qc~si-u-es of 5b days tx etlT?isi;lnments conhirlg 
physicllcg~cal pressure of rl:q?gen,, .;!v~t.h elium as the dill-lent,,, a t  .a txtal pressidre of 2 58mm 
Hg (,5.0 psia). 'v'ery careful mebir;a.l,, t~iochemical, physir~lc:~gii;al, nl::l ~sg'i;h!:~l~gi(:a,l stxrdle:; 
ijisill:~sed no adverse effect. di~.rin;; - this perl(jr3 of e:q:losl?,re ~::~ther tll:~.?.n t.h(:~se r;,:$i!:h are 
inevitable ldnder reduced pressure and ~rhii:h have been mer~ti!:~nec:i (Wel(:h et. al., lghb:~. 
In si!.mmary, 10?p: kta,r~rnet~-ic pr+ssi~.res,, in and c~f themselr:'es, rlo not. appear till 
harmf 111 to man, insc~far as t.hey h3.c.e bee11 $;ti!.l:Jied i;rit.ic;;-?.lly. There a.re ilic;a,d~,?ant.:i,ges i3.t 
presswes scl low that p i~ r s  c::q,rgen tnust, be i~.sed as the sole at.mospheric consbt,i~.ent.; 
many of these are minimized (>r ;g.lleviateid by the addition of a srnall propc,r%ii:ln o f  a 
dilllent gas. Fressi~res 3.s li:l?v ;as 7 psia appear tcl be innocu(>us for fairly long - eq,-,si~.res. 
1.3.2: References: Human Tolerance for Low Barometric Pressures 
B~:r>t.tly, IN. (Ed) Handbook of respirat,!;r y physit:llogy. IJSAF S<h(>i>l ~f AA,via tion 
Medicine, Randolph Air Force Ease,, Te:a.s. 1054. 
Hyde, A.S., Pines, J . ?  & SaitrJ, I .  Atelecta.sis following acceleration: A study of ca11.salit.y 
kAerclspace 
b:.Iedicine, 19$6, 37, 4 4 ~ 3  1512- 157 
Welch,, B.E., et. 31. The st1-1.1:ly i;~i m;3.11 ~::Ii~ring a 51tl-iJay +;TI::ISIJ.~~ t11 :~ , I I  ~;l:~yg+n -Yl+Iil! nl 
at.mclc;phere at. 
258 mm Hg total presiI:iJ,re: Thirteen repijrt;; by 
vario11.s participating inv+c;tigat.t?rs. kAerclspa(::e 
- - J,V1::~rtz, E.C., et  al. Eeidi~csd barometric pressu.se and 
respiratory ;~mter loss. U S A F  SAM TR-66-4, School 
i j f  Ah,viabc>n Meillcine, Erok:: AAAir force Base, Te:~ns.. 
i grjkl. 
1.4: Human Tolerance for Gaseous Environments Composed of Air 
1.9.1: Discussion: Human Tolerance for Gaseous Environments Composed 
of Air 
lvIan has t:leen successfi~.lly ad,rr.pt.ing ti> :rr. tvic:ie ra.nge ~:lf barl::lriietril::: pres5i?,ses fclr ma.ny 
cerltilries. k, :;k,ele%ijn roi~.ghly 9000 yeass r:lld ~ , 3 c ;  ret:e~lt,ljr fl::~unc?, in Peril at a.n ele!:lat.il::ln 
c:,f 1 3,300 feet, eqi~,ivaletit, .0 a. pressilre 450 mni Hg (8 .65  psia). Eirtens~w stiddies have 
been carrisd r>ut i:ln acclimat.ized n8tll?eS a t  elevation sof 1 SO00 feet in the Andes and on 
parballg acclimat.~zed moi~,nt3itleers a t  19000 feet and above in the Hima1a.y as. These 
envi1-c~nrnent-s are not, optimal, and they exert 8 considerable physiological toll (see 
Hypo:aai,, but they are s~~rviva.ble f ~ r  substantial periods elf time There is little ewidetlcs 
that long-term inhabitants a t  elewatAons above 10,000 feet, diifer substant.allg i r i~m their 
sea level count.erparts e:<cept, for decrea.sed Wjrk txllerance and t,he presence elf t:erb..in 
body adiushnents to the lcl~,\rer part.ia.1 Fressure 1:lf 1cj;Vgen at.. that a1htu.de. 
The i~sual range c;f Dar(:lmet.ric; pressure a t  sea level i n  the Unit& States is frofrl at:lc:~ut. 
2 9 to 3 1 inches of mercury 1 14.2 5 to 15.2 5 psia). Chages occur relat.iT~ely slorrfly except. 
i~nder very u.nusl?.al meterological ciinditi~:lns, While cer ta.111 p:; y rhologica.1 and 
phgsiolr,g;ica.l (Jisc~rders have been a t t z ibu t~ i  to such i:hancfes a in pre:;::;isre, Mere is no pr~:,i;i 
of a causal relatiotlship. 
There are mines on earth in v~T~ich maximum depths exceed 10,000 feet below sea 
level, eiql-livalent tij a barii111et.ii: prsssu.re elf a t  least 20 psia. There is no evidence that 
men  orking king a t  these deptds have been harmed by the pressiJ.re. 
Increasing inbrest  in undersea eh@(,srations during recent years has led tx a number 
of lmg-term human studies at. presu.re substanti.s.lly higher than those normally 
encountered by man. While excessive pressu.res of both nitmgen and oxygen are t,cl:di: tdo 
man and animals (see Atmorr;hphere), sclme of t.he earlier st.l!.dies in ~:~:hich air 1rr;ls i~sed as 
the gasel::)us medium (Conshelf I ,  t,rbTo men, 7 days, 2.05 atm ;3bscli~te; C~nshelf 11, six men, 
?Ways> 1 95 ahn absoli~.t,e; Tilkite, four men,: 60 da.gs, 2.27 a h  absolute) have shown that 
.J " 
man 1:::a.n tolera.t+ at. lea:;% 2 months of e:qosure t ~ ]  these enrriron-lents ~ , \ ~ t h a i ~ t .  apparent. 
ha.rm (A(:{l~,;i.i.drcl ,& ~:::hgu.tea.ij., lfJ6~7)1 
1.4.2: References: Human Tolerance for Gaseous Environments Composed 
of Air 
~Ai:~l j~ ,<:~rc~~,  u:,F.) ;$; ~ ~ l i ~ ~ l ~ . ~ . e ~ , l ~ . , .  1, ? Y I C I ~ : I ~ I T I ~  i :li e:,$,r+rfl+ 
i:li?.rat;ic:,n In 1:.:1pen sea. sat~~.ration e:qji,slJre. In C. J . 
L;r_l.m\:~ertsen iEd .), Fri;csedings of t.he third symposium 
!::~n urlcfet'tmter physiology. Bc?lt.~~r~i:~re: 'i;/illia.m an11 
'!Vilklns Ccl., 1qC17, pp. 98- 1i:lfi. 
1 .>: Human Tolerance for High Barometric Pressure 
i .5-1: Discussion: Human Toierance lor High Barometric Pressure 
Bert, in 1,37f1 (t,ranslated 1:1y ~it::~i::~::l~:l: ${ Hit(::hc:~i:E:,, I l : J <  5) i:ie~~:;ribijiS 027;gen t?:;I:31:ity 
While this problem is di:;c::i~.ssec:l in ktrrlosphere, it, should be not.ed here tflat. 3s m2.n ha.:: 
extended h ~ s  t&chnole:,gica.l i::ap;;r.klility under t.l~e seas, he f?:li~.!l~:J t11;3.t if i:~:}~g+n pi:lisi~l~!i~lg 
Ztnd !litr(::lgren 118ri:C:1S1:3. i:aIl be a.T~i:.~ided, his ti::llefa,r~r::e for high b;31'1::1metric; pressiJ.I-ss 1:; 
c(snsides;3 ble. 
If the pa.rtial prsssllre i:lf c:l;vgen in t.he lungs is maintained at, physiological levels, and 
it, the parical pressure of nitri:lgen is kept below bxdc limit$, other inert gases tnay be 
added k man's envirclnalent. in large am(lunt5. The majority of v~clrlrlr. in this area ha.$ used 
helium as  the inert pressurizing gas, tAough scllne research has heen conducted 6blt.h i:,tAer 
noble gases, notakJly argon and necln. Hydrogen has not been popular because clf its 
flammability when mixed cc1t.h opjgetl, th(jl?.gh it also is physir,logica.lly inert and has r;l:lms 
tdeoretical advantages for wclrk a t  extremely high pressllre (see Atn'lospherel. 
Leaving aside prclkllems due to changing presures, the physiologi!:al problems 
enci:lut.nt.ered in a high pressure environment. are due almost ent.irely tcl the physica.1 
charactkl-isitlcs of the gas mi::fl,~~re useil t.o !:rea.te tdat environment,. 
At, rest, man's inshnt~nei>u.s repsirat:lry f l o ~ ~ ~  rate rarely exceeils. 1 liter per seii:l~ld. 
Under these 'circ1~mstances, most flow in the air~~vay s stem is laminar; t,llrbulent, f l ~ ~  
accilrs only a t  branchings and in the smallest terminal bronchial tilfies. When physical 
wi:~rk is performed, however, ventilation volume and flow rates increase in proporticln ti11 
tde power olatput. Under these circumstances vcdumes of 60 to 120 liters per mir1ut.e 8.11ii 
peak flow rates ?f 5 liters per second are not. uncommcln. the pri>port.ion of turk~ulent flij;:~ 
increases substantially and with it, the 111etabi:lliiic ~ m r k  required tcl move t.he air. 
[Itis, Fenn and Eahn i 1950) derived eql~a.t.ons which describe the work of brea.thing a t  
frarious tl:laromet,rlc pre:;su.res. They shotved that the cwrk reyuirel:j to proiJuce laminar 
flijw is linearly relat-.d txl t.he i11st.mhneou.s ~ ~ e l ~ c i t y  of a,ir movement and is et-;ser~t.ially 
iniJependent of barometric p r e s s i n ,  wherea.s t.he ~.\?ork reyuirsd for turbulent flow is a 
function of the second power of velocity and is rlirzctly rela.t+d to 'Jeflsity Or pressure. (In 
calci~.lating the c\rork of breathing at, alt.it,i~de, the i:ompres.:;ik:~ilit,y c2f alve(:llar- air must. be 
taken inti2 account. [Ja.eger & Otis, 1%41; this factor is relatively unimportmt, a t  high 
ta.rometric pressures. The figures "Calculated Rer:il~.ctir::lns in b!larri~~lusli '<entil~.t:~ry 
.7 Capacity w~th Increasing L7ept.h Breathing Air clr He-02" ;311r3 "Measi~,reb a,nd C!>rri~:ll~.tsi:! 
,--. Di3.b for Decreases in Ventilabc~n \ + l t .  Increasing Depth a t  i:cltlstn,3.t Va.li~.e:; !:?f Re~p~r;rlt.i:.~ry 
TR!:,rl:" illiast.ra.t,e some ef feck  of high pressure (29 vent.ilat,ic1t1. J,Vclc>d, Bryan, and Koch 
- 
i: l%Q)  have recently demonstrated some of t.he limiting fact.clr-s in I-espirat.r:lry mechanics 
at. very high pressv.res. The t.heoretica1 limit fclr s tmdy -state breathing a t  depth is the 
point at. which t . e  work to move a given q1~anbt.y of gas reilu.ires all the o:cygen cbThich can 
be exZxact~d by the tllood from the increment of gas vrhile it is in the lungs. 
It is pc~ssihle, 1 1 ~  is.sing (:ombinations i>f oxygen, nitrogen, aniJ helium, to mainb3,in a 
gaseous environment whose partlal pressure of oxygen and density remain a t  sea level 
values up tfi a total pressidre of Fj.74 atm abs~~1ut.e ( 8 4 . 4  psis:), a t  which p1-es::ure the 
- mlk-tl~r-e contain 3.7 percent oxygen and (36.3 percent, helium. (See the figure "b,{i:,.tures <:If 
02, N i ,  a.11d He Which Will Maintair! Sea Level Equivalent. Density a.nd Norma.1 PO2 in ?.he 
LlJ.ngs at. Vat-iol-~s Total Pressures. " j At, gre3t.e~ pressiu.rss, t.he density of ;c7n :tppri:,pri;:~ t.2 
I cls~gen-helium mikTi~se increa.ses a.lmi:lst, in prl::~porticln t.cl t,he tc1t.31 pressljre. (See the figure "DensiVj of fn:li:&ures of He and 02 TrVl'lii:h TPTill hlainhin a Sea Level Equivalent PO2 
In the Ll.l.nggs. using (lkygen-heliurn mi:,$ures, brief habitabiliv studies ahve been 
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lcarried (lut. a t  pressv.res ;ss great as 684 psia (equivalent to 1500 feet of water) and much 
longer experiments have been conducted to leSsSer depths (Aql~,adro h Choot.ea1-I,, 1 a67). 
T:le.:e a.re ijisi:lJssed in r11c:lre det;:i,il in Atmosphere, since it appears !.hat most the 
physil:llogical changes cbserved are due tr, the gases in the hreat.hing mixtures,, rather than 
 ti::^ Ule pres..;v.re per se. 
other- prcjblems II~IJ.:;~. 1:1e I::~:~nsiilereb when tnan live!; in ;-7 ~ ~ . S ~ O I J S  efiviri:rl~'llellt. i;or~~p::)~eij 
r~lc.:~st.ly i:lf helilar~l. The trlermal ~~fldl_!ct.ivity ~f this gas is high; 8s :3 sesult., higher 
e~lvir!jnrnental t.errlpera.b~,se:: 3.1-9 t'~r~~!,irei:l t.o tna.intai11 rrl;3.n in the zclne [jf therr~lal 
nei~.t~ality (see Te~nperat,i~~-e). S7ery rer::ent. studie:; inilic:a.t,e that rjv.ring ~~!rorl:: at, l:ley:~ths 
greater t.h.;l.n 600 feet., respiratory heat, lc;isl;_;::;es are cc;ln:siilerable a.nl:J (::an t.hre;3.t,en m;?.n's 
:sbilitg? to mainta.in thermal eqi~llibrium even in the fi3.c~ of 1n!:re;.7.~ec3 heat, prodv.i:%ic:lrl 
(Ray,firlins,, 1370 j. Speech is also a problem; the lclw density of helil-~nl pr4:lduces a ri:;e in 
t.he fundamental ptJL'h of the hllnlan vclice (r:oijk,, 19t54; C'c~oke and Beard, 1465, WatJler- 
Di~,nn, 19t17). While this is partially cclmpensakb fclr ewer a period c~f bme, inklligibility lf 
appreciably decreased. 
Manis 1~1t.imat.e tcllerance lim~ts for high barometric F:lresure are not. knorm. It 1s 
possible that the work of breathing a t  rest will set. a practical limit,, ilthougll mere mag 
r,ve11 be clther fachrs yet-l~.niJet.ected ~ l i c h  7,clll limit Icnger :-;t,ys a t  lesser pressure:; (see 
At.tnosphere:l. Irr 3.n eff[:~rt. ta extend very ~t:~nsiidera.bly t.he t.i:,ler;3,1li:.; limiE:. Elylstra ( 1367';1 
has c:i)ndlacted e.periment:; irl ?,b$ich c$~ater inste3.d c:~f air is l~sed ;3s the carrier izlf o:~ygen 
ar1l:l cartli~n idicirdde. This tkchniql!.e, radical t.h(>ugh ~t seem$:, may well be feasible at. later 
po~nt. in t.ime. E:h5rmemly hgigh stiltii; pressu.rec; may curta.il i>r interfere with bic:lche~~lical 
react.lr:l~ls ~:fi~hii:h ~rlrrolrre  flanges in tilss1j.e I::S nlcllel::lj.lar 1::1:11i-~m+ (Felln 1 9c17:!.. 
1.5.2: Figure: Calcuated Reductions in Maximum Ventilatory Capacity 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415l617181920212223 
Depth in A t m .  Absl:llute 
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,stirns?ed Reduc:tior~ in P1a:irilurij Bre.j?hing C:sp.jci!y with Feep Dive 
( ~ i r  2nd 8% ~:~xqger, in helium) 
1.5.2.1: Figure: Key words 
C;:i.ll::l~.lat&d rel3u,ct~i:lns, 1na.ximum ~?entil;3ti:!rjr i:;:i.~:laciY;) 
ini:re;xing depth,, hreatding, air, He-02, 
breathing ca.r.,acity, de+p dive, w;rigen,, 02, heliurr~, He, rnaar~lram breat.hing (::apa(:lt.gr., 
ba.rclrnetric pressure, 
a t r ~ l ~ s p h e r e s  ;3b$;cll~~,t;e,, iJepth 
1.5.3: Measured Computed Data for Decreases in Ven tillation 
.a- 02-N2 Mixture 
OZ-He Mixture 
1.5.3.1: Figure: Keywords 
Dei:rea.se in ~entilaUr:n, 200 ft: irlcreasirlg cJer:ltA,, i:~nStAn% ~r;;!,lv,es, respiratory w(:lrE:, 
D;;trometxi(: pressil.re, vent~lat~on, depth,, 02 -1V2 rni:fl.l?.r'e,, 02-He rrli:$l?.re 
1.5.4: Figure: Mixtures of 0 2 ,  N2,  and He for Sea Level Equivalent 
Density 
1.5.4.1: Figure: Graphic I 
1.5.4.2: Figure: Keywords 
Ga.se!:!i~,s r~ll:~?~~.res, 1::12, N 2 ,  He, sea level eqi~irralent. density, 
liings, i:c:1ni::~1lf.r3.ti~:1r1 gas, bar@met.l(: pressil.ri;. 
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breakpoirit: 5 .74 a.t.111,. l5b  ft, !depth, sea TY\r~3ter 
1.5.5: Figure: Mixtures of He and 0 2  for Sea Level Equivalent PO2 in 
Lungs 
1.5.5.1: Figure: Graphic 
1.5.5-2: Figure: Keywords 
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1.6: Changes in Barom6tric Pressure 
1.6.1: Effects of Increases in Barometric Pressure 
1.6.1.1: Problems Due to Trapped Gas within the Body 
Increases in barometric pressl.!re a re  enco~~.ntereb didring descents t,hrcri~gh t,ll 
atmosphere (tvhether in space vehicles, aircra.ft, or elesatl?rs), durirlg r+psre~~l!.i~8t.ii-1fl ;:\ 
spa.ce vehicle follovfin? exAravehicular activity, and during dives in T,t,~t.er. Local increases 
11-1 presure tlnthin t.he body, sometimes cli consieratjle magnitu.de, - ~:::~ccur with coughing, 
sneezing, blowing the tlose, anrl c\rit.h mechanical stf-;g,ining in t.he act, of iJefeca.t.i~::;~n. 
Exposure t.o high dynamic pressures, a.s ~vell  as high r a t s  ~ 7 f  change of pressure. (:~cC:lJ,r 
when the body is sllddenly subjected to ~virindbla.st during eject.ii:sn from aircraft.. St.111 
highter pressures a.re encountsred in the vicintr i,f an erplosirjn 
1.6.1.1.1: The Ear 
1.6.1.1.1.1: Discussion: The Ear 
The eardrum is a slightly flexible partition beV;;een Ule s:&rtlal e;:i.r i:an;3.1 ;3,nd ths  midill@ 
. . - I  . . ea.r, ;3 ~:rll,d.~l , i r  fillecl c::avit.y ?vhich ~:::orrl~~~l_~nic;~,t.i?s bath the env~r~::~nme~lt, cln y t.flt-i:l~~.gh t e 
El.~sta(:hian taj.be, vrhicsh opens inti:, the ba.(:l.; of t,he nt)lse (see the t.tl1e, "Effect. (sf Pressi~.re 
Change Middle Ear"). Air leaves the middle ear pa.sssi?rely cll~.ring - clecon:pressi~n ICII- 
asc::er~t., but  the ~ I I I ~ C O U S  nletylbrane lining the tutle tends tcl pr-event air from reentsrina - tale 
Eu.sb,chian txtle ~,ultll(~ut, vcdi~,ntary musci~.lar eifi>rt during reccltllpression. 
Rapid rscc:lmpressic>ns ir~:,m 2 8,i:1Q!! feet. tfi !;ea leT,rel, an increa.se i:lf 10 pc;i;3.,, y$rere 
performed by Raeke and FI-eel:ima.n (196 1).  The rates i>f change are  s h o ~ ; n  in the fig!lre 
"Rapid Cm-npressi(>ns frcm 4.7  t ~ ]  14.7 Psi". Pione 131 the subjects sust3,lned serious ear 
damage during t.he t.ests. in three of 28  tests, however, it v7a.s necessry tr, init.iate reascent 
of tthe cha.mber t.ca ;3 , i~ l  the s1~bject.S in equalizing the pressure a.cI-clss the eardrum. 
The table "Types of Ear Cornpaink Encoubred During Change in Faromentric Fressure" 
summ;~rizes the syrrlpbms which result, from a ilifferential pressl].re across the eardrilm. 
nnc:e high tliffefentials erdst, it is difficult or impossible t.cl force air intfi the middle ear 
vi::;luntiirily; a.vi::lic:ii:!nce <:lf such different.ials reqiaires freqlaent at.tent.ion during rapid 
descenb. Descents I:::I~ lec;s t.ha.n 500 feed per nlini~te in the I<:j!,\~ef. ;jtnli>~phere (0 .2  j 
psia,;'misli?.t,+ 3s- usua.ll jr ti:,lerat.+d kly ine:q?erienceil air passen!rers C- ~,s~~t.h(;,i~t. (jif ficl~,lt,y, 
though modern pressi~rizat.ion contollers are  i.!sually opera.t.el:l at, p?rh;3p5 half t.his :;:lte. 
The 1ikelihc:lod of difflcu1t.g in "!:learing t.he e;3.r1jU and thl~.s the likelihoorl of harotitis, as 
ear trouble due  tfi pressllre change is called, is much greater in an individi-la1 in ~)\rhi:lm 
na.sa1 1nlacolJ.s mernt~salles are  swollen, with resulb.nt. constrict.ir]n of the Ei~sta..c,hian tlj.be 
orifice. This r:lccurs 1~k1t.h upper respiratory infect.ions silch as the cc>r-mnc:~n cclld, nasa.1 
allergies !hay fever!, and t.he like. Barotihs if t,he most common medical problem in m e  
flying popularil:ln, largely t-;lec:tuse the condit~ons which cause it, are so cclmm(:!n in 
terflperatk climates. 
1.6.1.1.1.2: Figure: Effects of Pressure Change on Middle Ear 
1 .6 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 :  Figure: Graphic 
1.6-1.1.1.2.2: Figure: Keywords 
Effec:t, I::I~ pressi],re change of1 mil:jl:J1e ar, 
E:d.er11;3l ear i:anal, ear drum, Ei~shchian tube, 
. -. .7 A 8abl;rllt,  clescent 
1.6.1.1.1.3: Figure: Rapid Recompressions from 4 .7  to 14.7 psi 
1.6.1.1.1.3.1: Figure: Graphic 
1.6.1.1.1.3.2: Figure: Keywords 
Rapid co~~pr~ssii::ln,. t:la.l-!:,~~let~ic pressu.re, 
equivalent a.lt~t.l.tde, reccjm~~ression 
1.6.1.1.1.4: Table: Types of Ear Complaints Encountered 
Types of Ear [lijmplaints Enccluntere!J Oilring 
Cha,nge 1r1 Barc~mekic Pressure 
.................................................................... 
.................................................................... 
A k,:;cent. - 1-,ijmplaint. Descent 
(rnm Hg) I m ~ n  Hgi 
6 ?do sensat.i(:ln; hearing is normal (level flight) - 0 
+ 3- 7 Feeling of fulltless in ear:;. - 2  .-I - 5 
+ 10- 15 hdsre fullness, lessenerj s~::~i~,tlrj itlt,en;;ity -10- 15 
+ 2 5- 3 Cl Fullness: discr,mfcsrt,, tinr~itals in ears: - 15-.;0 Ears ~_l.::;ally 
"pop" as air leaves middle ear 
Desire k 1:lea.r ears; if this 1s ijofls, sympbms 
s t.r:zp 
+ ,,? fi .. plus 1ncrea.sing pain, t.inniti~,::, a.nd 13izzines:; - ;?, (1 - f1 0 
Severe and radiating pain,, dizziness,, and -60-81:) 
nausea 
'\~olunL~ry <:leasing becomes cJif ficult. or 
impossible - 100 
IModifiei3 f ronl Aciler, l qt14 j 
NOTE: During ascent pressure in middle ear is higher than t.hs atnbient pressure; during 
cJe::;i:e~~t,, middle ear pre:;sijre is.lower than ambient . 
1.6.1.1.1-5: References: lncr eases in Barometric Pressure: Trapped Gases: 
The Ear 
A~,iller, H.F. Dysbarism. l J S A F  SAL,I\::I Rwvie~,~ 1 - f ; t + , ,  Si:h~<:ll r:f 
A~rlat.ir::~n E.:ledicine, Brl:]i>k:; Air Fori:e Base, Te23.s. 1 qf14. 
1.6.1.1.2: The Sinuses 
The g3,ranasal sin1.1ses are small, rig14 a,is filled <:avlt.ies in the ski1.11. They I:::r:~~~lml~nii:at.s 
?,\lit.h the nose throi?.gh small ciuct:;. Unlike the E1~sL1chia.n ta~,l:~e. t.hsc;e i:Il~i::ts c;ho?:s no 
part.ii::ular predispclstions; t,cl blclckace *_, durine; de:_;cent. Inflasrimaticln I::I~ sr,srelling of the 
llll_l.i:ol-ls memC1r;~nes i>f the sinl~ses 12r nose, hor:\rever, car1 calj.se partial i;i::~mplet.+ 
i:lt::lstri~.l::tio~l i:lf these dv.i;tr,, and th11.s a. ~::ilfferent.lal prsslj,re tiet?:;een the sini~.s and the 
envir(::lnment. I:$-tring cha.ges oi envlrclllnlental press!l.re Se?c.+r+ ,::IS ~ ~ ~ c a p ~ ~ i t , ~ . t . i ~ ~ ~ ~  ;:,din m;3;r 
resl!.ltl a, i:onbition kno~~im a$ b i ? . r ~ s i n ~ ~ i t i ~ .  
1.6.1.1.3: The Teeth 
1.6.1.1.3.1: Discussion: the Teeth 
OCcasi~nally.. hothaches are reported during changes in barometric pressure; this is i:aller:i 
barodizntalgia, The c~ndi%i(:ln 1_1si~.ally occurs in teeth which have been filled, or in which 
cavities are present. The explantjon usllally given is %hat a, small air bubble is trapped 
below a restoration or in the decayed tmth substance. There is, hotkTetTer, svidsnce that 
loose fillings may allow saliva t,o penetrate ink1 the interior caf t.hese t.eeth dv.ring cha.npes -I 
in pressure. 
1.6.1.1.3.2: References: Increases in Barometric Pressure: Trapped Gases: 
The Sinuses 
I D,dler, H.F. Dysbarism. lJSAhLF SAb;I Re??ie?)\!l 1-64,, Si;h~i>l of 
Aviation bdedicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, 1964. 
1.6.1.1.4: Summary - Ear, Sinuses, Teeth 
1.6.1.1.4.1: Discussion: Ear, Sinuses, and Teeth 
Symptoms ( h e  to trapped gas are relatively i:~:lmmon in altit.u.de chamber flights whet-+ 
the changes in pressure a re  fairly large. It should be noted, hoy,bTebTer, that, the rat.? 1::~f 
pressure change with cha.nges in altitude is great.est near sea level. The threee prol::llem?; 
cit.ed, therefore, commonly occ1J.r ;at, comp;17ratiselgr low altit.l?.des and in (liviflg. Earc:,titis, 
i11 ~artAcular, oft.en occurs be lor,^' 5000 feet. altAti-tde. The incidence of rjidl::h prclblems in a 
large number of rout.irle altitude iniloc tinaticln flight:; is shown in t.he t ~ b l e  " 1nr:idenr:e clf 
Sympt~7ms Dl~e to Trapped Gas". 
1.6.1.1.4.2: Table: Incidence of Symptoms Due to Trapped Gas 
INCIDENCE OF S'Y'Ib4PTc",fiAS DUE TO TRAPPED G A S  
Ear Pain 6f:,51:1 24.37 514 - '3 111 1 
Sinus pain 15 16 723 176 - 2 4  15 
- - - 
'"~lumbers shown are r a t & ~  per I Or:i 000 man-flights 
(:From data or Berry, 1958) 
- 1.6.1.1.4.3: References 
r Berry, C.A. ;evere disbarism in Air Force opera.t.ions a.nd 
training. U.S. Arrned Forces Meciical Journal, 1956, 9, 9-36 
1.6.1.1.5: The Lungs 
1.6.1.1.5.1: Discussion: the Lungs 
1Jnlike t.he middle ear, sinuses, a,nd tzeth,, tAe lung-chest syst.ern is capat:lle of \vide 
variations in voli-\me. It5 minimi!.m, or residual, volume in an adult. male i:; commonly lec;!; 
the 1.5 liters. When barometric prsssllre increases, therefore, the volllme of gas in the 
lungs is free ti] contract. I f  the l i~ngs are in cornml-lnicatic~n c\rith the en~:ironment., air- 
flows i11ti;l them. Dis.ring bre3t.h-holding diving, ho~sever ,  the volume (jf air in the lungs 
contractc_; in accorrlaflce 1lt.h Eoyle's law ial lo~ang fijr the constant pressure of water 
vapor ) .  
11 the pressure ratio (ratio of iina.1 to initial pressure) is such as to compress the air in 
the lungs t~ less than the residual volume of the systemm a phenomenon knotkn cclmmonly 
as "squeeze" (~ccurs.  The re1at. i :~~ vacuum in the lllngs causes an increase in tlle blcl!~i.l 
volume in the chest.. The lungs are  pulled toward a pos i t i~n  of greatm ci:~llapse tdan t.heg 
can a t b i n  wth in  the closed chest; the result is pain and hemclrrhage int.0 the lung tissue 
and arivnys. This i:ondition if os pract.ica1 irnportx?.nce only in ur~der?vatx+r vmrk, where 
large o changes in pressure can occur rapid1 y . I f  is the limiting fact.i:lr in breath -holding 
diving (Schaefer et. ;a1 , 19b13). Sqi~eeze can a.lscl iijci:ur in face masks used in diving if air in 
not. introdi~.c:eb 1nt.o the mask during cJesr:er~t. 
1.6.1.1.5.2: References: Increase in Barometric Pressure: Trapped Gas: 
The Lungs 
!:ha.eier., K.E. ,  e t  ia.1. Pu1ml::aary and ciri:ulat.i~ry 
adjustalcnb de terminin~ the limits of depth in brea.thholc1 diving. Science, 
1'368, l f 1 2 ,  102 i ) -  102 3. 
1.6.1.2: Problems Due to High Dynamic Pressure within the Body 
1.6.1.2.1: High Dynamic Pressure: Text 
Dl~ring elei:uil~l ilr rrlarlual esci3.p frr:lr11 airi::ra.ft., ;3. ~ : l l l~ t . .  1s ~1-1,:ldenly tht-l~.:~t, frl:lm :3 1::i::ll:::l:~it. s1 
~rrhich ?.he air aroijna him is nii::lving - 3% the ss.1yle vel<rcit,y is inti:! i3.n er:r?iri::~nm+nt. irl
1~rhii:h he is a prc:lject.ile. The rlyr1;2,mlc pre::;sld.re Q exer-t.+d on the frl::?ntzt,l silrface of hi:; ~I+I:~Y 
- 
iif he is facing fr:lr~r,~.rdl is a iunct.ion of the alr ilensity and his ;3,irspeeiJ. (Se+ ne:& frarrle 
fclr ec:llj.at.lon') 
- 
Pressures i l f  1lrr:lO i7 psig) are*ni:,t isncommon d~lr ing high speed, lclw a lh t~~ , ( l e  e1 l::tlonc; 
-~ 
The iigix-e "Dab. obhined otl twc, subjects in ejer.t.lon seat.." shov,:; ijaL3 i:ollect.eb iJu.rlng 
hu.man e:~p(rslJres t,i: high ~:lyllamii: prs:;slJ.re pr~::lill~.ced 811 I . I I ~ c J + s s ' J ~ , ~ . ~ ~  i:+nt. 'if .lge. The 
- ~ figi~.r+ S~,::II/\,? inji~,ries prodi~.ce~:l I !? t.he sIli,re ::;evere e:Ti:jsidr+s. The Figure "Leg a,nl.:l elkli::lr:$~ 
- sperat.ii:,n fi:lri:.es.." ::-;hij\l\y; the separatic:tn forces l:levelopel:l on the arms and legs ~:~lott.ed 
I 
- 
against, i:jverall !:iy~la.mii: pressl!.rel-: (Fryer, 1962 :I. It. shol~.ld l:{e 1lilltei.:i t.hhat, eiel::t.il::!tl in t.he 
rear?:\:qib fa.cing positior~ offer.: a, ::i~k~stantial (Jegree of pr[:lt.ect.ion against Q fi:lrces, by 
I 
int.erpos;ing t.he seat, between the subject. and source of pressllre (see Sustained Linear 
Acceleration 1. 
1.6.1.2.2: High Dynamic Pressure: Equation 
1.6.1.2.3: Data Obtained on Two Subjects in Ejection Seat 
1.6.1.2.4: Leg and Elbow Separation Forces 
1.6.1.2.5: High Dynamic Pressure: References 
Fryer, D.1 . Fhysiologic effects of exposure to ram pressurs. Aeorspace Medicine,, 19b2, 33, 
34-4 1. 
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Respiratory System 
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Vision 
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Combined Environmental Stress 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Table 1 - 1 Graphic 
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